TO ALL ESTEEMED NIMR CUSTOMERS

RE: THE USE OF GePG CONTROL NUMBER FOR ANY PAYMENT TO THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH (NIMR)

Our esteemed customer, kindly be informed that as from 3rd May 2019, NIMR has successfully connected with the Government electronic Payment Gateway (GePG) system and from now onwards, all payments to NIMR will be payable through the use of Control numbers. This Control number is automatically generated by the GePG system upon request by the service provider in this case NIMR. Thus, whoever before making any payment to NIMR, you are first required to request a Control number from NIMR through the following contacts:

1. PAYMENT FOR NIMR HQ:
   i) Mr. Charles Evarist Lusinde - 0713408443 - charles.lusinde@nimr.or.tz
   ii) Wilfred Issack Mgaya - 0789471839 - wilfred.mgaya@nimr.or.tz
   iii) Cecilia Daudi Boneventura - 0784887639 - cecilia.daudi@nimr.or.tz
   iv) Neema Evarist Manumbu - 0754220145 - neema.manumbu@nimr.or.tz

2. PAYMENT FOR MUHIMBILI CENTRE
   i) Ndojime Patrick Mbughuni - 0786254424 - ndojime.mbughuni@nimr.or.tz

3. PAYMENT FOR MBEYA AND TUKUYU CENTRE
   i) Imani Joseph Mituwani - 0753447697 - imani.mituwani@nimr.or.tz
   ii) Diana David Namlanda - 0756771383 - diana.namlanda@nimr.or.tz

4. PAYMENT FOR MWANZA CENTRE
   i) Godwin Paul Malyawere - 0754/0715 -316542 - godwin.malyawere@nimr.or.tz

5. PAYMENT FOR AMANI CENTRE
   i) Justine Severin Tibalinda - 0713811921 - justine.tibalinda@nimr.or.tz

6. PAYMENT FOR TANGA CENTRE
   i) Lydia Daniel Lugomora - 0652865633 - lydia.lugomora@nimr.or.tz
   ii) Derick Zabroni Maira - 0764257313 - derick.maira@nimr.or.tz
   iii) Christopher Dismas Masaka - 0713790825 - christopher.masaka@nimr.or.tz

7. PAYMENT FOR TABORA CENTRE
   i) Ndage Shabani Kapungu - 0714668585 - ndage.kapungu@nimr.or.tz
8. PAYMENT FOR NGONGONGARE CENTRE
   i) Fides Martin Mbunda - 0766888278 - fides.mbunda@nimr.or.tz

When communicating with any of the above NIMR staff depending on where you intend to make your payment, kindly remember to mention the following:

1. Kind/Type of payment you intend to pay
2. Currency and amount of your payment
3. Your Mobile phone number and email address

Kindly note that, upon obtaining the Control number, payment of TZS and USD can be paid through NMB, CRDB or NBC without mentioning any bank account and EUR currency can only be paid through NMB bank. Also, Mobile Phone can be used for making TZS payments through NMB bank.

We bank on your understanding and cooperation for smooth implementation of this new system which is reliable and accurate for any payment.

Yours sincerely,

CPA Daniel M. Ngari
CHIEF ACCOUNTANT

Cc General Director
Cc DFHRP
Cc DRCP
Cc DITC
Cc CIA
Cc Head, NaTHREC